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watching this video made me think about my own experiences, not only as a gay
teenager, but also as a gay man. the first time i had to speak to my grandmother, i was a

very nervous teenager. i could not say i was gay, and i was afraid of what she would
think. i spoke to her for a long time on the phone, and was frightened when i realized she
didnt understand me. i felt like she was criticizing me, and that made me start to panic.

this scene is the reverse of this, a young man is speaking to his grandmother on the
phone, and she cannot recognize who he is, but he knows she loves him, and that’s

enough. the problem here is the creation of a distance between the two generations. i
remember what it was like to grow up in such a climate, when there was still a taboo,

when we were treated like criminals or like monsters. who was there to help us, to tell us
that it was normal? even if we knew it, of course, but a lot of us had never met another

person like us, who was going through the same thing. even at school, if you knew
someone who was gay or lesbian, he or she was still not normal. i felt invisible. we grew
up in such a climate that we need to create these boundaries, these doors and windows
that we can inhabit, always closed, separating us from others, but also from ourselves.
when we see that someone is living through us, you can’t say whether they are really

happy, are they really comfortable with themselves? this kind of loneliness, this kind of
fear that those who are living on these live streams have, we must think of it as that of

the new generation. when i was a teenager, there were few lgbt channels on the internet,
and almost no lgbt youth channels. i had to search for them, sometimes with great

difficulty, on youtube. if i felt that i was unique, i would not have known where to find
myself. the mood was very dark. the news was always bad news.
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